S2 Methods -Two step (hierarchical) differential expression (HDE)
The pseudocode and technical details for the two step (hierarchical) DE are outlined below:
Step1. Identification of the conditions which may result in levels in a hierarchy (in this example, body part -HT and A and treatment -presence/ absence of rivals)
Step2. Identification of amplitude of differential expression for the levels in the data (description of the DE distribution, in terms of mean/ median, IQR, min, max) foreach level { foreach component of the level { sum the expression levels that are categorized in the selected level } the differential expression is computed between the components of the selected level e.g. between H and A samples or between + and -rivals samples, the distribution of DE is fully characterized (mean/ median, IQR, min, max) } The order of the levels in the hierarchy is the decreasing order of DE amplitude
The results shown above indicate more variation between body parts that between treatments, therefore the HT/A level was higher in the analysis hierarchy than was the +/-rivals level. Fig. 1 . Levels of the hierarchical differential expression. The first level is the H/A the second level is +/-rivals. The threshold for the H/A level was 2 OFC. The HA genes were the genes that had comparable expression levels in both H and A samples. The threshold for +/-rivals was set at 1.5 OFC.
Step3. The differential expression analysis (using OFC) was conducted according to the levels in the hierarchy i.e. first we separated the genes into H only, A only and HA genes, next for the body part specific genes we investigate the DE between the +/-rivals treatment.
The differential expression between treatments was conducted pairwise on each replicate.
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